Brandeis GC Program Course Schedule

1st Year, Fall
- Classes T, W, F
- Molec. Biotech
- Human Genetics
- Reproductive Biol.
- Intro to GC I
- Fieldwork I

1st Year, Spring
- Classes T, W, F
- Intro to GC II
- Fieldwork II/Research Module
- Clinical Genetics I
- Proseminar
- Process Group
- Counseling Theory
- Genetics, Law, Social Policy or Health Policy

Summer
- Research
- Internship

2nd Year, Fall
- Classes W, F
- Research
- Journal Club
- Process Group
- Case Conferences
- Clinical Genetics II
- Internship

2nd Year Spring
- Classes T, W
- Internship Seminar
- Research
- Journal Club
- Genetics, Law, Social Policy or Health Policy
- Internship